nebotracker Installation Guide
Installing the Nebo Tracker is a quick and easy process. If you’re happy connecting a low voltage DC
device, you probably won’t need to call on a marine electrician.
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Connect the battery
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Seal the lid

Connect the power

Here’s a bit more detail:
1.

4. Connect to Power

SIM Card

Your Nebo Tracker should come with a SIM card
already in place. If it isn’t, place the card in the SIM
holder as shown (A), and slide the SIM cover to lock it
in place.

Your Nebo Tracker needs to be connected to a
DC power source of between 8 and 36 volts.
Connect the RED wire to the power source (+)
Connect the BLACK wire to ground (-)
Ignore all the other wires in the cable!

5. Mount the Device
Your Nebo Tracker should provide excellent
performance when mounted inside lockers or
inside a dashboard, but optimally give it a clear
180° view of the sky and the GPS satellites.
2. Battery
Connect the battery by plugging the lead B into
socket C. It only fits one way! You should see a red
LED start to flash, provided the battery still has
charge.

3. Seal the Lid

Before you mount the tracker, take note of the
6-digit Serial Number on the back.

6.

In order for the unit to be waterproof, you need to
carefully seal the lid.

Register your device in Nebo

•

Make sure the seal is lying flat in the main
housing, without any visible dust or dirt

So Nebo knows which tracker your boat is using,
you need to register the tracker in Nebo app. (If
you haven’t already, download Nebo and
register your boat).

•

Put the lid in place, making sure the battery
cable won’t be pinched

Open Nebo and tap Other > Profile > My Boats,
and tap your boat’s name.

•

Hand tighten the supplied screws uniformly

Scroll to the bottom and tap Configure Tracker.

•

If needed, tighten the gland around the
external black cable

Enter the Tracker Serial Number and tap Save.
That’s it. See you on the water!
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